INCIDENT: Citizen Armed Robbery
LOCATION:17100 block Aspen Leaf Drive, Bowie MD

LOCATION TYPE: Street

DATE & TIME OF INCIDENT: April 18, 2013 / 0005 hrs
SYNOPSIS OF INCIDENT: On April 18, 2013 at 0005 hours, Bowie Police Officers were
dispatched to the 17100 block of Aspen Leaf Drive Bowie, Maryland, 20716 for a report of a
citizen armed robbery. Once on scene, the victim advised Officers that when he parked his
vehicle in front of his house he was approached by S1 and S2. S1 proceeded to the passenger side
of the vehicle and S2 to the driver side where the victim was still seated. S1 produced a shotgun
which he then aimed at the victim while S2 demanded money and property. The victim gave S2
the money he had on him as well as his cell phone. S1 then searched the victim’s vehicle taking
numerous pieces of property while S1 continued to hold the victim at gun point. When he
completed his search of the vehicle, S1 went back to the victim and struck him in the face with a
closed fist. S1 and S2 then fled on foot in an unknown direction. Bowie units set up a perimeter
and Prince George’s County Police K-9 unit T123 (Peters 3123) responded to conduct a track
which resulted in the recovering an item of clothing but nothing more. Air support was also
requested from multiple jurisdictions but was unavailable at the time of the call. A
neighborhood canvas was also conducted with negative results. The victim’s vehicle was
processed for latent prints. Bowie Police Department Detective Welsh responded to the scene
and will continue the investigation.
SUSPECT DESCRIPTION / ARRESTED:
S1-B/M Black mask, black jacket, black pants, armed with black shotgun
S2-B/M Black mask, dreadlocks, black clothing, stocky build
VICTIM / PERSON INJURED AND /OR PROPERTY DAMAGE: M/21yrs-Bowie Resident
ADMINISTRATION:
REPORTING OFFICER: P/O TITMAN 067

Commander Notified: _____

SUPERVISOR ON SCENE: CPL GRIMSHAW

At _________

OTHER COMMAND NOTIFICATIONS: ___________________________________
RESPONDING DIVISIONS: _________________
INVESTIGATION ASSIGNED TO:
DET. WELSH
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MEDIA NOTIFIED?
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